Chess

Sports and Games
Nevezd meg a képen található figurákat!
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
king
queen
chessboard

pawn

bishop

rook

knight

square
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Chess

Sports and Games

Írd be a megfelelô szót az alábbi mondatokba!
your pawn. Now you have one piece less.

1. I’m sorry, I will
2. Should I

the king from A1 to A2 or the knight from H5

to G4? I don’t know.
3. I ’ve taken your king. I

.

4. Neither of us can win this game, it’s

.

5. Let’s play a game of chess! The

are in that box.

6. At the beginning of the game you have to work out a long-term plan, a
to achieve your goals during the game.
7. The plan of short-term actions is called
8. It’s

.

: your king cannot move.

9. No, it isn’t. It’s only

, I can still think of a move to save my

king.

move
pieces
win
stalemate
strategy

tactics

check

take

checkmate
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Cards

Sports and Games
Nevezd meg a képen látható kártyákat!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Queen of Clubs
joker
10 of Diamonds
Ace of Spades
King of Spades
5 of Diamonds
Jack of Clubs
a French deck
the four suits
2 of Hearts
9 of Hearts
King of Hearts
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Cards

Sports and Games

Nevezd meg a képen látható kártyákat!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
Higher Jack of Leaves
Lower Jack of Bells
10 of Bells Ace of Hearts King of Leaves
7 of Acorns
King of Acorns

German deck
Higher Jack of Acorns
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Cards

Sports and Games
Milyen kártyával játsszuk a következô játékokat?
Tedd ôket a megfelelô kategóriába!
French deck

German deck

poker
snapszer (sixty-six)
ulti
rummy
canasta
piros pacsi (red paw)
bridge
blackjack
solitaire
makaó
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Cards

Sports and Games

Melyik kártyajátékot jellemzik az alábbi szabályok?
1. This is a patience game, which is played alone.There are seven piles of cards
placed face down, with one upturned card on top of each pile. The aim of
the game is to build up four stacks of cards starting with an Ace and ending
with a King, all in the same suit.
2. This is a popular casino game, also known as Twenty-one. The player is dealt
2 cards, and they can draw additional cards to make the total hand value as
close to 21 as possible, without exceeding it.
3. This is a game based on matching similar cards. Each player is dealt a number
of cards. The players take turns to draw a card from a face-down deck and
discard a card held in the hand. The aim is to collect and put down three
cards in the same suit in a sequence, or three cards of the same value.
4. This game is a trick-taking game, played by four people who form two partnerships during the game. It requires a good memory and tactical skills.
5. This is a popular Hungarian trick-taking game. It is played by three players, with
a German deck. The highest bidder at the beginning of the game becomes
the solo player and plays against the other two.
6. This is a game played by 2-4 players, with a German deck. The aim is to get
at least 66 points. At the beginning, a card is chosen which has a higher value
during the game: this is the trump card.

blackjack

bridge

sixty-six (=snapszer)

solitaire

rummy

ulti
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Cards

Sports and Games
Egészítsd ki a mondatokat egy-egy kifejezéssel!
1. I have already moved. Now it’s

.

2. I was sure this was going to happen. The collapse of the company was
always

.

3. I know I’ll lose this game. I

.

4. Honesty is not always the best policy, so don’t put

.

5. You seem very confident... What’s your secret? Do you have
?
6. He controls the situation, whether you like it or not. He
7. We simply cannot lose in this situation: we have

.
.

8. Since he got his new job, he has been really rich. He has money
.

on the cards
give up
a card up your sleeve
the winning card/the trump card
your turn
all your cards on the table
holds all the cards

in spades
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Cards

Sports and Games

Javítsd a hibákat!
1. ’How many cards should I gamble?’ ’5 for everyone, 6 for yourself.’
2. He can win the cards really well. Whenever I do it, half the pack lands on
the floor.
3. When it is your turn, you have to shuffle the dice. If it is a six, you can lose
a Lucky Card. If is a five, you have to throw the dice forward 5 squares.
4. If you have an ace in your hand, you will probably lose the game.
5. I wasn’t lucky last night: I won at the poker game.
6. If you shuffle, you may win a lot of money, but you may also lose a lot.
7. We play rummy with two boards.
8. I can see you’re losing! There is a card in your pocket!

shuffle
win
decks of cards
deal
throw/roll
cheating
lost
draw
move your piece

gamble
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Board Games

Sports and Games
Mi az angol megfelelôje az alábbi játékoknak?
1.

2.

3.

5.

7.

4.

6.

8.

9.

dominoes
Nine Men’s Morris (or Mills)
Monopoly
backgammon
go
scrabble
tic-tac-toe
draughts

ludo
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Board Games

Sports and Games

Hogyan nevezzük a társasjáték alábbi kellékeit?

1.

3.
2.

4.
6.
5.

rules of play
hourglass

board

piece (or counter)

dice

deck of cards
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Board Games

Sports and Games
Egészítsd ki a szabályokat!

1. Nine Men’s Morris is strategy board game. Each player has 9 pieces, which
can move on a board with 24
men)

. If a player has three pieces (or

, they have a ”

” and they may remove one of

the opponent’s pieces. If a player has only 2 pieces or cannot
a legal move, they lose the game.
2. Draughts is a strategy board game, played by two players. Each player has 20
pieces. The player with the light-coloured pieces makes the first

.

Moves may be made diagonally. The opponent’s pieces can be removed
by jumping over them into an empty

. The player who has no

pieces left loses the game.
3. Dominoes is played by 2 or more players. It is played with 28 tiles, or
dominoes, each divided in the middle. Both ends have a number of spots,
or pips, indicating the value of that end of the

. Each player

draws 7 dominoes at the beginning, and places it in front of them where their
cannot see them. The players must put down their dominoes
in a long line so the adjacent ends of dominoes

, i.e. they have

the same value. The game ends when one player plays their last domino.
4. Ludo is a very popular and simple boardgame. It can be played by 2-4 players, each of whom has 4 pieces. The players

and move their

pieces according to the number on the dice. The opponent’s pieces can be
if another player lands on the same square. The opponent
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Board Games

Sports and Games

has to go back to square 1 with the captured piece. The player who can first
reach the home column with all four pieces wins.
5. Go is an ancient Chinese game, which requires strong strategic and
skills. Two people play it on a grid of 19x19 lines. They place
black and white stones on the intersections of the
cannot be moved later. The player who

. The stones
the wider territory

and has captured more of the opponent’s stones wins.
6. Tic-tac-toe is a simple game that can be played on a piece of paper. The basis
is a 3x3 grid. The two players take turns to place noughts (0) and
(x) on the grid, with the aim of getting three in a row – vertically, horizontally
or

. The player who can achieve this wins the game.

7. Scrabble is a popular word game. The players have tiles with letters on them
and they need to

the tiles on a grid to form words. Words may

be formed vertically or horizontally, like in a

. The player whose

words are worth the most wins.

diagonally
spots
place
crosses
mill
square
tile
match
opponent
tactical
make
move
crossword
grid
captured
in a row
occupies
roll the dice
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Pub Games

Sports and Games
Milyen kocsmai sportok és
eszközök láthatók a képeken?
Egy képhez több szó is
tartozhat.
1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

4.

9.

fussball table
bowling
slot machines
cues
pool table
dart
coins
dartboard
bull’s eye
balls
pockets
bowls
pins
track
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Indoors

Sports and Games

Melyik játékot játszanád az alábbi helyzetekben?
Több válasz is lehetséges.
Which game would you play....
1. on a rainy afternoon with your younger sister or brother?
2. when you want an intellectual challenge?
3. if you need to decide something?
4. if you want to practise pronunciation?
5. if you are bored and alone on a train?
6. if you are bored and alone on a train and you have a laptop?
7. in a casino?
8. in a pub?

20-questions
tongue twisters
crosswords
quiz
blackjack
puzzle
fussball
poker
rock-paper-scissors
solitaire
darts
mechanical puzzle
heads or tails
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Sports and Games

Indoors

Mely igéket párosítanád az alábbi fônevekhez?
Húzd alá a megfelelôt!
1. CUE
You can pot/knock the ball with it in snooker and hit/score a shot.
2. BALL
In snooker you pot the ball in the pocket, in other games you may
kick/throw it with your feet.
3. BOWLING BALL
In bowling you throw/roll the bowling ball to hit the pins.
4. PIN
When playing bowling, you want to run/knock the pins over with the bowl.
5. COIN
Often you have to toss/insert a coin in the fussball table if you want to play.
Also you can decide who starts the game by rolling/tossing/flipping a coin.
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Indoors

Sports and Games

Mely indoor játékokat jellemeznéd az alábbi melléknevekkel?
A keretben található játékok és sportok ötletek.
is a very tricky game.

1. I think that
2. For me

is the most boring game.

3. When I was little, we used to play

with my parents a lot.

4. The game I find most difficult is

. The easiest is

.
5. I’m not really keen on
6. I often play

because it is exciting.

7. I reckon that

is extremely complicated.

8. I think that

is an intellectually challenging game.

9. I’ve tried

but it is very demanding physically.

10. I don’t like

because it requires a lot of patience.

11. I am good at
12.

.

because it requires precision.
is a lonely sport, but I still enjoy it.

shooting darts
ludo
snooker

bridge rummy chess
high jumping
swimming

mountain climbing
skiing
go
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